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Abstract—Integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) sys-
tems may face a heavy computation burden since the sensory
data needs to be further processed. This paper studies a novel
system that integrates sensing, communication, and computation,
aiming to provide services for different objectives efficiently.
This system consists of a multi-antenna multi-functional base
station (BS), an edge server, a target, and multiple single-
antenna communication users. The BS needs to allocate the
available resources to efficiently provide sensing, communication,
and computation services. Due to the heavy service burden
and limited power budget, the BS can partially offload the
tasks to the nearby edge server instead of computing them
locally. We consider the estimation of the target response matrix,
a general problem in radar sensing, and utilize Cramér-Rao
bound (CRB) as the corresponding performance metric. To
tackle the non-convex optimization problem, we propose both
semidefinite relaxation (SDR)-based alternating optimization and
SDR-based successive convex approximation (SCA) algorithms
to minimize the CRB of radar sensing while meeting the
requirement of communication users and the need for task
computing. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the optimal rank-
one solutions of both the alternating and SCA algorithms can be
directly obtained via the solver or further constructed even when
dealing with multiple functionalities. Simulation results show that
the proposed algorithms can provide higher target estimation
performance than state-of-the-art benchmarks while satisfying
the communication and computation constraints.

Index Terms—integrated sensing and communication (ISAC),
mobile edge computing (MEC), integrated sensing, communica-
tion, and computation (ISCC), Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), task
offloading.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been visioned for years and gradually reached a
consensus that the upcoming sixth-generation (6G) network
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will be a multi-functional network which aims to integrate
communication, sensing, computing, and intelligence [1]–
[4]. Such integration, acting as the powerful engine for
realizing the intelligent world of the future, will play a
crucial role in providing efficient services for computation-
intensive, communication-intensive, and delay-sensitive appli-
cations, e.g., smart factories and autonomous driving [5], [6].
Therefore, there has been a noticeable surge of interest in the
exploration of how to efficiently realize integrated sensing and
communication (ISAC) [7]–[9], integrated communication and
computation [10], [11], further the multiple functionalities in
integrated sensing, communication, and computation (ISCC)
systems [12]–[15].

Recent works have demonstrated the potential to commer-
cialize ISAC in the future 6G network since the wireless
sensing and communication systems are evolving more simi-
larly. For example, they are both moving to higher frequency,
large-scale antenna arrays as well as hardware architectures
and signal processing techniques [16]–[18]. The ISAC system
utilizes the shared wireless signal transmitter to simultaneously
realize radar and communication functionalities [19], [20].
The transmitter can allocate different weights to the radar
and communication components, thereby constructing beams
toward the targets and communication destinations [8], ulti-
mately enabling flexible control over the beamforming process
and ensuring efficient performance for both functionalities.

The sensory data in the ISAC system can be collected
and further utilized to enhance various services, such as
communication and localization. For instance, in sensing-aided
vehicular beamforming [21], the sensory data collected from
the environment can be leveraged to optimize beamforming
techniques specifically tailored for vehicular communication
scenarios. The inherent information in the obtained data needs
to be fully excavated for target recognition, industrial control,
autonomous driving [5], [21], etc. Generally, there are three
main kinds of process requirements in the ISAC system which
facilitate the evolution of ISCC system. The first one is the
requirement for direct sensing services, e.g., target recognition,
tracking, and predicting target movement. Specifically, the
raw data collected by the system may need to be quantized
and conveyed to the neural network for target recognition.
For tracking and prediction, the spatiotemporal characteristics
of the echo signal need to be analyzed. The second type
is the requirement for upper-level services that are based
on the sensing results and take them a step further, such
as simultaneous localization and mapping [22], [23], vehicle
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platooning, etc. Besides, in practice, various types of sensors
that can provide unique information can be harnessed in
addition to radio-sensed data, including cameras, lidar, and
other sensing modalities. The multimodal data fusion can
enhance the perception capabilities of the vehicles but bring
huge computation requirements challenges. Thirdly, the base
station (BS) and devices may have additional computation
tasks that need to be efficiently processed [24]. For example,
the devices may have delay-sensitive tasks that require to be
efficiently executed, and the data collected by the BS needs
to be further processed, e.g. cooperatively training for further
target recognition [25]. All the three aforementioned computa-
tion requirements involve complex signal processing and data
analysis, which usually necessitates substantial computational
resources. The ISAC system may have a heavy computing
burden as mentioned above. However, it cannot process data
timely due to the limited power/energy budget and computing
capability of the participating nodes. Besides, the BS must
handle multiple responsibilities including communication and
sensing tasks. Hence, the ISCC system, which aims to co-
ordinate the available resources and further provide efficient
computing services for practical ISAC systems, has attracted
wide attention.

How to integrate computing functionality into ISAC systems
to form ISCC is still unclear, but we can learn lessons from
the existing works on ISAC. In current literature related to
ISAC and radar sensing, various performance metrics were
considered. For instance, the estimated mutual information
[26], signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of reflected
echo [27], [28], transmit beampattern error compared to the
desired one [29], and Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) [30], [31]
that provides the lower bound of variance for any unbiased
estimators. The beampattern gain at the target was maximized
in [27] while ensuring the communication service. The tradeoff
between CRB and rate in ISAC has been studied in the
context of multiple single-antenna communication users [32]
and multicast communication [33], respectively. Furthermore,
both the traditional communication-centric and novel sensing-
centric energy efficiency maximization problem of ISAC was
considered in [34]. With the growing demand for computing
applications in future networks, there have emerged some
works focused on combining ISAC with mobile edge com-
puting (MEC) techniques [15], [35]. Such a system involves
sensing, communication, and computation functionalities, and
how to efficiently allocate the available resources to support
the system is challenging. Specifically, the sensing accuracy
was maximized in [15] while meeting the delay constraints
of the tasks. Furthermore, the corresponding real-world test
was conducted to validate the proposed ISCC system. In [25],
[36], [37], the dual-function radar communication devices
were assumed to perform radar sensing tasks and upload
collected data to the BS simultaneously. In particular, the
weighted minimization problem of energy consumption of
computation and square error of radar beampattern was studied
in [36]. Additionally, [37] investigated the impact induced by
the association between users and unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), as well as UAV trajectory design. In [38], the task
execution time was minimized while satisfying the SINR

requirement for communication and sensing.
There still remain some gaps in the existing works on ISCC

that need to be addressed. Firstly, previous works primarily fo-
cus on implicit requirements related to radio sensing, e.g., the
SINR of the received echo signal or the transmit beampattern.
However, the CRB, regarded as a fundamental and explicit
estimation accuracy limit for a given sensing scenario [32],
has yet to be deeply analyzed in the ISCC system. Note that
incorporating CRB in ISCC design could lead to improved
sensing capabilities and decision-making processes. Second,
existing works on ISCC tend to neglect the communication
needs of devices and only focus on the sensing and task of-
floading processes. However, considering the communication
requirements of devices is crucial for designing efficient ISCC
systems. Communication plays a pivotal role in facilitating
crucial aspects such as data exchange, synchronization, co-
ordination, and cooperative decision-making among devices
within the ISCC system. Neglecting the communication aspect
can lead to impractical systems that fail to ensure efficient and
effective data exchange and collaboration among devices.

To address these issues, we propose a design framework
for the ISCC system in this paper, which includes one multi-
functional BS, multiple communication users, one edge server,
and one target. Specifically, the BS needs to provide the com-
munication and computation services, and meanwhile sense
the target via the transmitted radio waveform. We minimize
the corresponding achieved CRB under both point and ex-
tended target scenarios, while meeting the communication and
computation constraints as well as the services requirement.
However, the performance of each function is affected by
others since the data collection, transmission, and computation
are coupled together. How to schedule the resources and
balance the performance among the triple functions is a major
challenge. We aim to minimize the achievable CRB, subject
to the SINR constraints for the communication users, the
computation requirement, and the power budget on the BS.
Through this problem, we show that a flexible trade-off among
sensing, communication, and computation can be achieved.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• The multi-functional beamforming for the ISCC system
is capable of providing the three services efficiently
via controlling the power allocation and transmit beam
direction. We propose a general design framework that
concentrates on minimizing the achievable CRB for both
point target and extended target scenarios by jointly
optimizing the transmit beampattern and local computing
frequency, subject to individual communication SINR
constraints, computation requirement, and the transmit
power budget. This framework can achieve a flexible
tradeoff among sensing, communication, and computation
functionalities by adjusting the corresponding constraints.

• A significant challenge in this problem lies in the precise
allocation of power to different functionalities since the
transmit beamforming needs to mitigate the interference
among communication users and the edge server. The
non-convex property of the optimization problem arises
due to two primary aspects: the need to simultaneously
realize multiple functionalities which is competitive and
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the coupled optimization variables. We first analyze the
inherent characteristics of this system to gain useful
insights and thus simplify the original formulation. Next,
we introduce auxiliary variables to further convert it to an
equivalent but more tractable form. Ultimately, we pro-
pose the semidefinite relaxation (SDR)-based alternating
optimization (AO) algorithm, and additionally, the SDR-
based successive convex approximation (SCA) algorithm
that can iteratively converge to better performance.

• The solutions obtained by semidefinite programming
(SDP) may have a higher rank than one, in that case,
additional steps are needed to extract feasible but sub-
optimal solutions. However, this procedure may induce
inevitable performance loss. To avoid this drawback and
find the exact global optimum for both the two problems,
we analyze and further demonstrate that the obtained
solutions for both problems are rank-one in general or
can be constructed without loss the optimality. Moreover,
we provide insights for the special case that there is
no communication requirement, which is beneficial for
engineering design.

• Simulation results verified that the proposed algorithms
are capable of efficiently accommodating communication,
computation, and sensing functionalities by precisely al-
locating the available resources. The proposed algorithms
can efficiently construct multi-functional transmit beam-
forming to achieve the tradeoff between these objectives
while avoiding the performance loss associated with the
SDR technique. It is observed that both the SDR-based
AO and SDR-based SCA algorithms can achieve lower
CRB compared to the traditional beampattern approxima-
tion approach. Besides, the proposed ISCC can enhance a
particular function at a small fraction of the performance
loss of other services. Overall, the numerical results
demonstrate that the ISCC system can simultaneously re-
alize and flexibly accommodate these three functionalities
via precise power allocation and beamforming design.

Notation: E[·] denotes the statistical expectation. Besides,
O (·) represents the big-O computational complexity notation.
Boldface lowercase and uppercase letters denote the vectors
and matrices, respectively, while scalars are denoted by italic
letters. The space of m×n real-valued matrices is denoted by
Rm×n, and the space of complex-valued matrices is denoted
by Cm×n. For any complex-valued vector x, ∥x∥ denote
the corresponding Euclidean norm. Regarding a matrix A,
the notation AH represents its conjugate transpose, rank(A)
denotes its rank, tr(A) represents its trace, and Ai,j denotes
the entry at the ith row and jth column, respectively. The
notation A ⪰ 0 indicates that the matrix A is positive semi-
definite.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATIONS

We assume that a multi-functional BS aims to provide
sensing, communication, and computation tasks for the whole
network as depicted in Fig. 1. Specifically, the BS serves K
single-antenna communication users and optionally offloads
the tasks to the single-antenna edge server for fast computing.

Fig. 1. The ISCC system model.

Besides, the transmission signal wave is exploited to sense the
potential targets simultaneously, e.g., the invading UAV. We
assume that the target is near the BS, and the corresponding
radio propagation is line-of-sight. Besides, the channels from
the BS to the users and the server follow the Rician distri-
bution. These channels remain static during the considered
ISAC period which spans T symbols. The BS is equipped
with M = Mt + Mr antennas, where Mt antennas are for
transmitting the ISAC signal, and the remaining Mr antennas
are left for receiving the radar echo. The transmit signal vector
in t-th slot, t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T} is

s[t] =

K+1∑
k=1

wc,kxc,k[t] +Wrxr[t], (1)

where the radar signal is denoted as xr,m[t] and satisfies
E{xr,m[t]} = 0,E{xr,m[t]x∗

r,m[t]} = 1, and wr,m ∈ CMt×1

denotes the corresponding radar beamfomer. We denote Wr =
[wr,1, · · · ,wr,Mt

], xr[t] = [xr,1[t]; . . . ;xr,Mt
[t]]. Besides,

xc,k[t] ∈ C,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, and xc,K+1[t] ∈ C denote the
transmit signal for user k and the server, respectively. The
transmit data symbols satisfy xc,k[t] ∼ CN (0, 1), 1 ≤ k ≤
K + 1. Besides, the corresponding transmit beamformer for
communication is denoted by wc,k ∈ CMt×1. Without loss of
generality, the communication and radar signals are assumed
to be statistically independent. Hence, the power consumption
due to the signal transmission is given by

K+1∑
k=1

∥wc,k∥2 + ∥Wr∥2F . (2)

A. Sensing Model

Let S = [s[1], . . . , s[T ]] denote the transmitted signal over
the T symbols. It is assumed that

1

T
SSH ≈ Rs =

K+1∑
k=1

wc,kw
H
c,k +WrW

H
r , (3)

since T is sufficiently large. We assume that the BS can sup-
press the self-interference sufficiently via the corresponding
techniques [39]. The received echo signal is

Y = GS+N, (4)

where G ∈ CMr×Mt is the target response matrix (TRM)
and N ∈ CMr×T denotes the additive white Gaussian noise
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(AWGN) where each entry is random with independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) with zero mean and variance σ2

s .
For the point target, the TRM is given by

G = αA(θ) = αb(θ)aH(θ), (5)

where α and θ are the complex reflection coefficient and the
angle of the target, a(θ) ∈ CMt×1, b(θ) ∈ CMr×1 are the
transmitting and receiving steering vectors, respectively. For
the uniform linear arrays (ULA) antennas, by choosing the
first element as the antenna element, we have

a(θ) = [1, ej2π∆sin θ, . . . , ej2π(Mt−1)∆ sin θ]T , (6)

b(θ) = [1, ej2π∆sin θ, . . . , ej2π(Mr−1)∆ sin θ]T , (7)

where ∆ is the spacing between adjacent elements normalized
by wavelength. We assume that the transmit and receive
antennas are ULAs with half-wavelength antenna spacing. The
corresponding CRB for estimating θ is given by [32],

CRB1(θ)=

σ2
s

2|α|2T tr(A
HARs)

tr(ȦHȦRs)tr(AHARs)−|tr(ȦHARs)|2
, (8)

where

Ȧ ≜ Ȧ(θ) =
∂A(θ)

∂θ
= b(θ)ȧH(θ) + ḃ(θ)aH(θ), (9)

ȧ ≜ ȧ(θ) =
∂a(θ)

∂θ
= [1, . . . , j2πaMt

(Mt − 1)∆ cos θ]T , (10)

ḃ ≜ ḃ(θ)=
∂b(θ)

∂θ
= [1, . . . , j2πbMr

(Mr − 1)∆ cos θ]T . (11)

The interpretation of minimizing the CRB1(θ) is to illuminate
a particular direction with the azimuth angle of θ via the
optimized transmit beampattern.

For the extended target, the TRM is given by

G =

Ns∑
i=1

αiA(θi) =

Ns∑
i=1

αib(θi)a
H(θi), (12)

where Ns denotes the number of scatterers, αi and θi denotes
the reflection coefficient and the angle of the i-th scatterer,
respectively. We choose the whole TRM G as a parameter
to be estimated in the extended target scenario as [32], [40],
and the corresponding CRB that adopts the trace of the CRB
matrix as a scalar performance metric is given by

CRB2(G) =
σ2
sMr

T
tr(R−1

s ). (13)

Note that the dedicated radar stream without carrying com-
munication data is necessary when estimating the entire TRM
G, i.e., the extended target case since the transmitted signal
matrix needs to be full rank of Mt to provide more degrees
of freedom to estimate G [32].

B. Communication Model

Since dedicated radar beams contain no useful information,
the radar signals cause interference to the communication users
and the edge server. Let hk ∈ CMt×1 denote the channel
vector from the multi-functional BS to user k, and hK+1 ∈

CMt×1 denote the channel vector from the multi-functional
BS to edge server. Then, the SINR of user k is given by

Γk =
|hH

k wc,k|2∑K+1
i=1,i̸=k |hH

k wc,i|2 + ∥hH
k Wr∥2 + σ2

c

. (14)

Note that there is no need for an additional radar beamformer
Wr, i.e., Wr = 0, to estimate the angle θ in point target
case [32]. The achievable communication rate for user k is
Rk = log2(1 + Γk).

C. Computation Model

In each symbol t, the SINR for task offloading from the BS
to the server is shown as

γp =
|hH

K+1wc,K+1|2∑K
i=1 |hH

K+1wc,i|2 + ∥hH
K+1Wr∥2 + σ2

c

. (15)

Besides, the local computation rate at the BS is defined as
the number of bits processed per second, i.e., f/ρ, where f
denotes the current central processor unit (CPU) frequency
assigned for task computing, and ρ denotes the number of
CPU cycles required for completing 1-bit data. Note that the
server has sufficient computing capability and the computed
outcome is much smaller than the offloaded task, thus the
corresponding latency can be neglected [6]. In that case, the
task process rate is shown as the local computing rate plus the
task offloading rate:

Rp =
f

ρ
+B log2(1 + γp). (16)

Generally, the edge server is charged from the power grid,
and we mainly focus on the power allocation at the BS. The
corresponding power budget, that constrains the transmission
and local computing, at the multi-functional BS is given by

K+1∑
k=1

∥wc,k∥2 + ∥Wr∥2F + κf3 ≤ P0, (17)

where κ is the computational energy efficiency of the CPU
chip [24], and P0 is the maximum available power at the BS.

D. Problem Formulation

The objective of this paper is to reveal the performance
tradeoff among communication rate, computation rate, and
the achieved CRB. We optimize the transmit beamforming to
enhance the sensing quality, i.e., minimize the achieved CRB
subject to minimum communication SINR constraint and task
process constraint. Mathematically, the corresponding problem
is given by

min
{wc,k},Wr,f

CRB (18a)

s.t. 0 ≤ f ≤ fmax, (18b)
Γk ≥ γk,∀k, (18c)
f/ρ+B log2(1 + γp) ≥ Rp,min, (18d)
(17), (18e)

where γk is the minimum communication SINR requirement,
and Rp,min represents the minimum computation requirement
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at the BS. Besides, (18b) denotes the CPU computing fre-
quency constraint at the BS due to the limited resources. Note
that problem (18) is non-convex since there exist coupled
variables in objective function (18a) and constraints (18c),
(18d). Furthermore, we demonstrate that the original problem
can be optimally tackled through SDP with dropped rank-one
constraints in the following sections.

III. ALGORITHMS FOR POINT TARGET CASE

A. No Communication User Case

First, we consider the special case that there is no commu-
nication user in this ISCC system. In this scenario, we have
wk = 0, γk = 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, the corresponding problem is
shown as

max
wK+1,f

|aHwK+1|2 (19a)

s.t. 0 ≤ f ≤ fmax, (19b)

∥wK+1∥2 + κf3 ≤ P0, (19c)
(18b)(18d). (19d)

Note that problem (19) is still non-convex that cannot be
directly solved. From problem (19), we have

wK+1 ∈ span{a,hK+1}, (20)

since the transmit beamformer wK+1 needs to maximize the
objective function (19a) while enlarging the received SINR at
the edge server to satisfy the computation requirement (18d).

Lemma 1. With any given wK+1, we have f = 0 if the full
power transmission can satisfy the computing requirement, i.e.,

B log2(1 + γp) ≥ Rp,min. (21)

Proof: It can be proved by contradiction. The objective
function value will decrease if any power is assigned to the
local computation, i.e. f > 0. ■

Based on Lemma 1, we can obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If√
P0|hH

K+1a|2 ≥ Mt(2
Rp,min − 1)σ2

c , (22)

the optimal solution for problem (19) is given by

wK+1 =
√
P0

a

∥a∥
, f = 0. (23)

Proof: The objective function value is maximized when
wK+1 is aligned with a. In that case, if the maximum power
transmission can satisfy the task offloading requirement, all
the power needs to be allocated to maximize the objective
function value, i.e., f = 0. ■

In general, we can utilize the SDR technique to obtain a
satisfying solution, the corresponding transformation is given
by

max
WK+1,f

tr(AWK+1) (24a)

s.t. f/ρ+B log2

(
1 +

tr(QK+1WK+1)

σ2
c

)
≥ Rp,min, (24b)

tr(WK+1) + κf3 ≤ P0, (24c)

WK+1 ⪰ 0, (24d)
rank(WK+1) = 1, (24e)
(18b). (24f)

Note that the problem (24) is a convex SDP problem when
the rank-one constraint is dropped, hence, it can be efficiently
solved via existing solvers, e.g., CVX [41]. However, if the
optimal solutions have a higher rank than one, additional steps
are required to extract a suboptimal solution, which may result
in an inevitable performance loss. Fortunately, we demonstrate
in Theorem 2 that the obtained optimal solutions are generally
rank-one.

Theorem 2. There always exists an optimal solution WK+1

satisfying rank(WK+1) = 1 for problem (24).

Proof: See Appendix A. ■
Theorem 2 shows that the obtained optimal solution always

is rank-one, thus we can directly recover the transmit precoder
wK+1 without loss of optimality. In summary, when facing
problem (19), we first check whether (22) is satisfied under
the full power transmission. If satisfied, we can obtain the
corresponding closed-form solution, otherwise, we resort to
the problem (24) to obtain the optimal solution and then
recover the transmit precoder wK+1.

B. SDR-based AO Approach

To address the non-convexity issue for the general case that
multiple devices exist in the ISCC system, a natural way is
to reformulate it as an SDP problem by the matrix lifting
technique. Specifically, by defining Wc,k = wc,kw

H
c,k,∀1 ≤

k ≤ K + 1, we have |hH
k wc,k|2 = tr(QkWc,k). Then, by

leveraging the Schur complement theory [42], problem (18)
for sensing the point target can be equivalently transformed to

min
{Wc,k},

f,t

− t (25a)

s.t. Wc,k,Z(Rs) ⪰ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (25b)
rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (25c)
K+1∑
k=1

tr(Wc,k) + κf3 ≤ P0, (25d)

(18b), (18c), (18d), (25e)

where

Z(Rs) ≜

[
tr(ȦHȦRs)− t tr(ȦHARs)

tr(AHȦRs) tr(AHARs)

]
=

[
∥ḃ∥2aHRXa+ ∥b∥2ȧHRX ȧ− t ∥b∥2aHRX ȧ

∥b∥2ȧHRXa ∥b∥2aHRXa

]
. (26)

It is observed that problem (25) is still non-convex due to
the rank-one constraint induced by the matrix-lifting process
and the coupled variables in constraint (18d). To tackle this
difficulty, we first divide the optimization variables into two
distinct blocks and then reformulate the two subproblems into
a more tractable form.
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The first optimization problem w.r.t. variables wc,K+1, f, t
is shown as

min
Wc,K+1,f,t

− t (27a)

s.t. WK+1,Z(Rs) ⪰ 0, (27b)
rank(Wc,K+1) = 1, (27c)
(18b), (18c), (18d), (25d). (27d)

The second optimization problem w.r.t. other variables is given
by

min
{Wc,k}K

k=1,t
− t (28a)

s.t. Wc,k,Z(Rs) ⪰ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (28b)
rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (28c)

γp ≥ 2(Rp,min−f/ρ)/B − 1, (28d)
(18b), (18c), (25d). (28e)

By iteratively solve the two problems (27) and (28), we can
obtain the local optimal solution for problem (25). Note that
both the two problems (27) and (28) are convex by dropping
the rank-one constraints. However, additional steps may be
required to extract a suboptimal solution. Fortunately, the
following theorem ensures that we can always obtain rank-
one optimal solutions.

Theorem 3. Generally, the optimal solutions of both the two
problems (27) and (28) by dropping the rank-one constraints
are rank-one.

Proof: See Appendix B. ■

C. SDR-Based SCA Approach

The AO method optimizes a subset of variables while
keeping the others unchanged which is easily trapped into local
optima. Hence, we propose another algorithm based on the
SCA technique which jointly optimizes the variables in each
iteration. By introducing the slack variable γp, the problem
(25) can be converted to

min
{Wc,k},

f,γp,t

− t (29a)

s.t. γp ≥ 0, (29b)
tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)∑K

i=1 tr(QK+1Wc,i) + σ2
c

≥ γp, (29c)

(18b), (18c), (25b), (25c), (25d). (29d)

Note that the non-convex constraint (29c) can be further
transformed to

tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)

γp
≥

K∑
i=1

tr(QK+1Wc,i) + σ2
c . (30)

We first convert the LHS of (30) to the difference of two
convex functions, then apply the first-order Taylor expansion
to obtain its lower bound. The corresponding process is shown
as follows.

2tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)
1

γp

=
(
tr(QK+1Wc,K+1) + γ−1

p

)2

−
(
tr2(QK+1Wc,K+1) + γ−2

p

)
≥
(
tr(QK+1W

(i)
c,K+1) +

1

γ
(i)
p

)2

−
(
tr2(QK+1Wc,K+1) + γ−2

p

)
+2

(
tr(QK+1W

(i)
c,K+1) +

1

γ
(i)
p

)
tr(QK+1(Wc,K+1 −W

(i)
c,K+1))

−2(γ(i)
p )−2(γp − γ(i)

p )
(
tr(QK+1W

(i)
c,K+1) +

1

γ
(i)
p

)
≜2f̂(γp,Wc,K+1), (31)

where W
(i)
c,K+1 and γ

(i)
p denote the corresponding variables

in the i-th iteration. Hence, the convex problem can be
constructed at each iteration by substituting the surrogate
f̂(γp,Wc,K+1) to (30). The following theorem ensures that
we can always obtain rank-one optimal solutions in each
iteration.

Theorem 4. If HÂ is of full column rank, where H =
[h1, . . . ,hK ,hK+1]

H ∈ CK+1×Mt , Â = [a, ȧ], we can
always obtain the optimal solution Wc,k,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1
that satisfies the rank-one constraint. Besides, HÂ is of full
column rank always holds for K ≥ 1.

Proof: See Appendix C. ■
Note that the iteratively obtained objective function value is

non-increasing over iterations by utilizing SDR-based AO and
SDR-based SCA algorithms to tackle the original problem.
Besides, they are theoretically guaranteed to converge after a
certain number of iterations due to that the optimal objective
value is lower bound due to the communication and compu-
tation requirements as well as the limited power budget at the
BS. The worst computational complexity of the SDR-based
AO algorithm is given by

(
(Mt+2)4.5+(KMt+1)4.5

)
IAO,

and the worst computational complexity of SDR-based SCA
algorithm is given by

(
(K + 1)Mt + 3

)4.5
ISCA [43], where

IAO and ISCA denote the corresponding number of iterations
that needed to converge to a stationary point. One can observe
that the SDR-based SCA algorithm is more complicated than
the SDR-based AO algorithm generally.

IV. ALGORITHMS FOR EXTENDED TARGET CASE

Refer to (13) and define Ŵr = WrW
H
r , the original CRB

minimization problem for the extended target scenario is given
by

min
{wc,k},Ŵr,f

tr

((K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k + Ŵr

)−1
)

(32a)

s.t. Wc,k,Ŵr ⪰ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (32b)
rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (32c)
K+1∑
k=1

tr(Wc,k) + tr(Ŵr) + κf3 ≤ P0, (32d)

(18b), (18c), (18d). (32e)

Note that problem (32) remains intractable due to rank-one
constraint and the coupled variables in constraint (18d). We
propose both SDR-based AO and SDR-based SCA algorithms
similar to the point target case.
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A. No Communication User Case
First, we consider the special case that there is no commu-

nication requirement, the corresponding problem is given by

min
wc,K+1,Ŵr,f

tr

((
Wc,K+1 + Ŵr

)−1
)

(33a)

s.t. Wc,K+1,Ŵr ⪰ 0, (33b)
rank(WK+1) = 1, (33c)

tr(Wc,K+1) + tr(Ŵr) + κf3 ≤ P0, (33d)

f/ρ+B log2

(
1 +

tr(QK+1WK+1)

tr(QK+1Ŵr) + σ2
c

)
≥ Rp,min, (33e)

(18b). (33f)

By introducing the slack variable γp, the problem (33) can
be converted to

min
wc,K+1,Ŵr,

f,γp

tr

((
Wc,K+1 + Ŵr

)−1
)

(34a)

s.t. f/ρ+ log2(1 + γp) ≥ Rp,min, (34b)
tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)

tr(QK+1Ŵr) + σ2
c

≥ γp, (34c)

(18b), (33b), (33c), (33d). (34d)

Theorem 5. The optimal solutions of the problem (34) by
dropping the rank-one constraints are rank-one.

Note that problem (34) is similar to problem (24), the
corresponding proofs are shown in Appendix A of this paper.

B. SDR-based AO Approach
The optimization problem w.r.t. wc,K+1, f is given by

min
Wc,K+1,f

tr

((K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k + Ŵr

)−1
)

(35a)

s.t. WK+1 ⪰ 0, (35b)
rank(Wc,K+1) = 1, (35c)
(18b), (18c), (18d), (32d). (35d)

The optimization problem w.r.t. other variables is given by

min
{Wc,k},Wr

tr

((K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k + Ŵr

)−1
)

(36a)

s.t. Wc,k ⪰ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (36b)
rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (36c)
(18b), (18c), (18d), (32d). (36d)

Note that the two sub-problems are convex by dropping the
non-convex rank-one constraints. It is observed that problem
(35) is similar to problem (27), and the corresponding rank-one
property of the solution can be demonstrated as the process in
Appendix A. However, the rank-one property of the variables
in (36) is hard to obtain, so we introduce new variable Rs and
substitute Ŵr as

Ŵr = Rs −
K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k. (37)

The corresponding problem is reformulated as

min
{Wc,k},Rs

tr
(
R−1

s

)
(38a)

s.t. Wc,k,Rs ⪰ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (38b)
rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (38c)

Rs ⪰
K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k, (38d)

tr(Rs) ≤ P0, (38e)
(18b), (18c), (18d), (38f)

where the constraint (18c) is transformed to

(1 + γ−1
k )tr(QkWc,k) ≥ tr(QkRs) + σ2

c , 1≤k≤K, (39)

and γp in (18d) is given by

γp =
tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)

tr(QK+1Rs)− tr(QK+1Wc,K+1) + σ2
c

. (40)

Note that problem (38) is convex by dropping the rank-
one constraints and can be readily tackled by the exist-
ing solvers. However, the sub-optimal solution obtained via
direct eigenvalue decomposition or Gaussian randomization
will induce additional performance loss. Hence, we resort to
another approach that can construct optimal rank-one solutions
for the original problem. With any given optimal solutions
{W∗

c,k}Kk=1, the rank-one optimal solution with satisfying all
the corresponding constraints can be constructed as

ŵk = (hH
k W∗

khk)W
∗
khk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K. (41)

It is observed that the constructed rank-one solution meets all
the corresponding constraints without degrading the objective
function value. With the obtained transmit covariance Rs

and the constructed optimal rank-one transmit beamformer
{Wc,k}Kk=1 for communication users, the dedicated transmit
beamformer for radar sensing Wr can be recovered via the
Cholesky decomposition.

C. SDR-Based SCA Approach

In this section, we propose another algorithm based on
the SCA technique. By introducing the slack variable γp, the
problem (32) can be converted to

min
{Wc,k},Wr,

f,γp

tr

((K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k + Ŵr

)−1
)

(42a)

s.t.
tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)∑K

i=1 tr(QK+1Wc,i) + tr(QK+1Ŵr) + σ2
c

≥ γp, (42b)

(18b), (18c), (18d), (25b), (25c), (32d), (42c)

Similar to the reformulation towards problem (38), problem
(42) is further transformed to

min
{Wc,k},Rs,

f,γp

tr
(
R−1

s

)
(43a)

s.t. Wc,k,Rs ⪰ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (43b)
rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (43c)
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Rs ⪰
K+1∑
k=1

Wc,k, (43d)

tr(Rs) ≤ P0, (43e)
tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)

tr(QK+1Rs)− tr(QK+1Wc,K+1) + σ2
c

≥ γp, (43f)

(18b), (18d), (25c), (39), (43g)

in each iteration, the constraint (43f) can be replaced by

f̂(γp,Wc,K+1) ≥tr(QK+1Rs)

− tr(QK+1Wc,K+1) + σ2
c . (44)

Hence, problem (43) can be tackled by solving a series of
convex optimization problems iteratively and finally converges
after sufficient iterations. Similarly as the analysis for problem
(38), with any given optimal solutions {W∗

c,k}Kk=1+1, we can
construct the rank-one optimal solution for 1 ≤ k ≤ K +1 as
ŵk = (hH

k W∗
khk)W

∗
khk, and further construct the dedicated

transmit beamformer for radar sensing Wr with the obtained
optimal variables {W∗

c,k}
K+1
k=1 and Rs.

Similar to the analysis of the point target scenario, the pro-
posed two algorithms are theoretically guaranteed to converge
after a certain number of iterations. The corresponding worst
computational complexity of the two algorithms are given by(
(Mt + 1)4.5 + ((K + 1)Mt)

4.5
)
IAO, and

(
(K + 2)Mt +

2
)4.5

ISCA, respectively.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
SDR-based AO and SDR-based SCA algorithms for the ISCC
system via extensive numerical results. The BS and server are
located at (0, 0, 20) meter (m), and (20, 20, 5) m, respectively.
The placement of communication UEs is random within a
radius of 10 m that is centered at (30, 30, 0) m, and the
distance between the BS and target is set as 50 m. The multi-
function BS is equipped with Mt = 16 transmit antennas and
Mr = 20 receive antennas. The distance-dependent path loss
for communication links is modeled as PL(d) = ρ0(d/d0)

−α,
where ρ0 corresponds to the path loss at the reference distance
d0 = 1 m and is given as ρ0 = −30 dB [44]. Besides,
d denotes the link distance and α denotes the path loss
exponent. The path-loss exponents α of communication links
are set to 3, and the Rician factors are set as 5 dB. Besides,
the noise power at the BS, server, and the UEs are set as
σ2 = −110 dBm. Unless otherwise stated, other parameters
are set as: B = 1 MHz, ρ = 1000 cycles/bit, κ = 10−28

[24]. For the point target scenario, we assume that the target
angle is θ = 0◦ and the radar cross section is 3 m2. For
comparison, we consider the following schemes: 1) Approx.
BP: the beampattern approximation scheme proposed in [29];
2) SDR-based AO bound: relaxing the rank-one constraint
and without recovering the original transmit precoder in the
SDR-based AO scheme, which serves as a performance upper
bound; 3) SDR-based SCA bound: similar as the process in
2) for the SDR-based SCA scheme; 4) offloading-only: the BS
purely offload the task to the server without local computing.

Fig. 2. The convergence performance.

target

Fig. 3. The beampattern performance.

A. Point Target Case

At the beginning, we analyze and compare the convergence
behavior of the proposed algorithms under the point target
case. The transmit power budget at the BS and the SINR
requirement at the communication users are set as 30 dBm,
and 20 dB, respectively. Besides, the computation requirement
is set as 1 Mbits. Fig. 2 shows that the achieved CRBs of
both algorithms decrease rapidly with the number of itera-
tions. One can observe that the SDR-based SCA algorithm
can achieve lower CRB but requires more iterations than
the SDR-based AO algorithm. This is due to that the SCA
technique can jointly optimize the variables iteratively. Then,
we compared the obtained transmit beamforming via the SDR-
based AO method to the Approx. BP scheme as an example.
The reference beampattern with 3 dB beamwidth of 10◦

for radar sensing can obtained via the standard approach in
[45]. The number of communication users is K = 3, while
the other parameters remain the same. It can be seen that
the beampatterns precisely align the main lobes toward the
target angle θ = 0◦, and the leakage energy in sidelobe
regions is intelligently utilized to meet the SINR constraints
for users and the task offloading requirement on the BS. We
can observe that the proposed algorithms can achieve the
maximum beampattern gain while meeting the communication
and computation requirements.

Next, we compare the achieved CRB versus the number
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Fig. 4. CRB versus the number of users.

Fig. 5. CRB versus the transmit power.

of communication users under the point target case. Notice
that with the growing number of communication users, the
achieved CRB also tends to increase. This is primarily due
to that the transmit power and spatial diversity need to be
enlarged to support more communication users. Besides, it
is observed that the gap between different algorithms is
becoming large, especially the beampattern approximation
scheme. This demonstrates that the proposed algorithms can
obtain higher target estimation performance, as compared to
conventional beampattern approximation approaches. Fortu-
nately, the variation of the CRB can be kept within 2 dB
when K = 3, which demonstrates that the transmit signal
beam for communication users can be utilized to precisely
sense the target with negligible performance loss when the
number of communication users is small. When the number
of users becomes large, the ISCC system can still maintain
a satisfying service level. Besides, it is observed that the
obtained solution via eigenvalue decomposition can achieve
the same performance compared to the performance bound
without recovering the original transmit beamformer. This
verifies the proved rank-one property of the obtained solutions
in the proposed theorems and remarks.

Fig. 5 presents the curve that shows the achieved CRB
versus the available transmit power P0 when Rp = 1 and
Rp = 5, where the corresponding SINR threshold for the
communication requirement is set as 25 dB. First, it is

Fig. 6. CRB versus SINR requirement.

Fig. 7. CRB versus the computation requirement.

observed that both the proposed SDR-based AO and SDR-
based SCA algorithms can achieve lower CRB compared to
the beampattern approximation method in [29], and the SDR-
based SCA algorithm is better the SDR-based AO algorithm.
This observation further demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm. Second, one can see that the CRB
for estimating the point target decreases linearly with the
transmit power P0 since they are inversely proportional, more
available transmit power can provide more sensing accuracy.
Furthermore, we can observe that the proposed algorithm
when Rp = 5 can achieve 94.77% performance compared
to Rp = 1, but can achieve 5 times of computation rate.

In Fig. 6, we consider the performance tradeoff between
radar and communication. One can see that the achieved CRB
increases progressively with the increase of communication
SINR threshold. For a smaller number of users, e.g., K = 3,
the CRB remains at a low level despite that the required
communication SINR is growing. When a large number of
users need the communication service, e.g., K = 12, the CRB
increases fast, i.e., the sensing accuracy degrades fast since the
base station needs to allocate more power to combat the path
loss and mitigate the interference among destinations. Besides,
it is noticed that the performance gap between the traditional
approximation method and the proposed algorithm in this
paper becomes large when the number of users increases. This
again demonstrates the superiority of the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 8. CRB versus the number of users under the extended target case.

Fig. 9. CRB versus the number of users under the extended target case.

In Fig. 7, we compare the achieved CRB versus the com-
putation requirement. Fortunately, the variation of the CRB
can be kept within 1 dB when K = 3. However, when the
number of users increases to K = 12, the CRB increases
sharply with the computation bits requirement increases. The
inherent reason is similar to the increased requirement of
communication, more computation requirement needs a faster
task offloading rate and larger local computing rate.

B. Extended Target Case

In Fig. 8, we depict the achieved CRB for estimating the
entire TRM G versus the number of users under the extended
target scenario. It is observed that, similarly to the point target
case, the achieved CRB is in direct proportion to the number
of users. This is because more communication users need
more resources, e.g., power and spatial resources. Besides, it
is observed that the constructed rank-one solution achieves
the same performance compared to the performance bound
without recovering the original transmit beamformer. This
demonstrates that the proposed algorithms can achieve the best
performance with low computation complexity.

Fig. 9 shows the achieved CRB versus the available transmit
power on the BS when K = 3 and K = 12, where
the corresponding SINR threshold for the communication
requirement is set as 20 dB. It is observed that, similar to the

Fig. 10. CRB versus the computation requirement under the extended target
case.

point target case, both the proposed SDR-based AO and SDR-
based SCA algorithms can achieve lower CRB compared to the
beampattern approximation method, and the SDR-based SCA
algorithm achieves the best performance. Besides, the achieved
CRB gradually decreases with the increase of transmit power
P0. Furthermore, we can observe that the CRB can maintain a
satisfying performance with fewer communication users even
if the avaiable transmit power is limited. These observations
further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algo-
rithm.

In Fig. 10, we compared the performance to the offloading-
only strategy under different computation requirements and
different numbers of communication users. It can be seen that
the pure offloading strategy achieves the best performance as
the SDR-based SCA method when computation requirment
is low. However, when the computation demand becomes
higher, it falls behind quickly. This is mainly due to that
the task offloading signal will cause higher interference to
the communication users and the target if the BS still fully
offloads the tasks to the edge server. Note that the pure local
computing case cannot satisfy the power and communication
constraints when Rp is large, and its performance will be the
worst. Hence, we omit the performance comparison in the
figure.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a design framework for the
ISCC system which aims to simultaneously provide sensing,
communication, and computation services. To tackle the non-
convex optimization problem, we proposed both SDR-based
AO and SDR-based SCA algorithms to minimize the CRB of
radar sensing while guaranteeing the SINR for communication
users and the requirement of computation at the BS. Then,
we demonstrated that the original problem can be optimally
tackled through semidefinite programming with dropped rank-
one constraints. Furthermore, numerical results verified this
finding, thus providing evidence that the proposed algorithms
are efficient and have no performance loss. It was observed that
both the SDR-based AO and SDR-based SCA algorithms can
achieve lower CRB compared to the traditional beampattern
approximation approach. This paper demonstrated that the
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ISCC system can simultaneously provide these three function-
alities via precise power allocation and beamforming design.

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The corresponding Lagrange function for problem (24) is
given by

L({X}, {Φ}) = −tr(AWK+1)− η1f + η2(f − fmax)

− η3

(
f/ρ+B log2

(
1 +

tr(HWK+1)

σ2
c

)
−Rp,min

)
+ η4(tr(WK+1) + κf3 − P0)− tr

(
ΦK+1Wc,K+1

)
, (45)

where {η} is the non-negative dual variables for the constraints
and ΦK+1 is the semidenite dual variables for the semidenite
constraint. According to the KKT condition, we obtain that

ΦK+1 = µI−
(
A+

η3B

ln 2

1

1 + tr(HWK+1/σ2
c )
H
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A′

, (46)

tr
(
ΦK+1Wc,K+1

)
= 0. (47)

Lemma 2. The eigenvalues of Z = xxH + yyH is the same
only when

|x| = |y|, xHy = 0. (48)

Proof: We have

Z2 = xxHxxH + 2xxHyyH + yyHyyH , (49)

hence,

tr(Z) = |x|2 + |y|2,
tr(Z2) = |x|4 + |y|4 + 2(xHy)2. (50)

Furthermore, we have the eigenvalues λ1, λ2 of A satisfy

λ1 + λ2 = |x|2 + |y|2,
λ1λ2 = |x|2|y|2 − (xHy)2, (51)

So λ1, λ2 are the roots of A2 − (|x|2 + |y|2)A+ |x|2|y|2 −
(xHy)2, and the discriminant is

∆ = (|x|2 − |y|2)2 + 4(xHy)2. (52)

It is observed that ∆ = 0 only when |x| = |y| and xHy = 0.
Hence completes the proof. ■

According to Lemma 2, we can obtain that the two eigen-
values of A′ are generally not the same. From (47), we have

rank(Wc,k) ≤ dim(N (Φk))) = Mt − rank(Φk). (53)

Hence, we can observe that rank(Wc,K+1) = 1 in gen-
eral. Besides, we can refer to Theorem 3.2 in [46], prob-
lem (24) always has an optimal solution WK+1 satisfying
rank2(WK+1) ≤ 2. Hence, there always exists an optimal
solution WK+1 satisfying rank(WK+1) = 1.

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 3

First, there always exists an optimal solution WK+1 satis-
fying rank(WK+1) = 1 for problem (27). Note that problem
(27) is similar to problem (24), and the corresponding proof is
shown in Appendix A of this paper. Second, from Appendix
C in [32], we can obtain the following result: if HÂ is of full
column rank, where H = [h1, . . . ,hK ,hK+1]

H ∈ CK+1×Mt ,
Â = [a, ȧ], the optimal solution Wc,k,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1
obtained by dropping the rank-one constraint in problem (28)
always satisfies rank(Wc,k) = 1. Note that the considered
channel is random in which the entries are independently
distributed, hence, we have HÂ is of full column rank when
K ≥ 1.

APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 4

Denote ηf , ηp, {ηk}, ν, µ as non-negative dual variables for
the linear constraints, and Φp, {Φk} as semidefinite dual
variables for the semidefinite constraints, the corresponding
Lagrange function is given by

L({X}, {Φ}) = −t− ηff − ηpγp −
K+1∑
k=1

tr(ΦkWc,k)

− tr
(
ΦpZ(Rs)

)
−

K∑
k=1

ηk

(
tr(QkWc,k)

− γk

( K+1∑
i=1,i̸=k

tr(QkWc,i) + σ2
c

))

− ν

(
f̂(γp,Wc,K+1)−

K∑
i=1

tr(QK+1Wc,i)− σ2
c

)

+ µ

(K+1∑
k=1

∥wc,k∥2 + ∥Wr∥2F + κf3 − P0

)
, (54)

The corresponding first-order derivatives to the variables are
given by

∂L
∂Wc,k

= −Φk − F− ηk(1 + γk)Qk +

K∑
i=1

ηiγiQi

+ νQK+1 + µI, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (55)

∂L
∂Wc,K+1

= −ΦK+1 − F+

K∑
k=1

ηkγkQk − ν
∂f̂

∂Wc,K+1
+ µI

= −ΦK+1 − F+

K∑
k=1

ηkγkQk − ν
(
tr(QK+1W

(i)
c,K+1)

− tr(QK+1Wc,K+1) +
1

γ
(i)
p

)
QK+1 + µI, (56)

where F =
∂tr

(
ΦpZ(Rs)

)
Wk

, 1 ≤ k ≤ K +1 is a rank-2 matrix.
Thus we have

Φk = µI− F′
k, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1, (57)

where

F′
k = F+ ηk(1 + γk)Qk −

K∑
i=1

ηiγiQi
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− νQK+1, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (58)

F′
K+1 = F−

K∑
k=1

ηkγkQk +CK+1, (59)

where

CK+1 =ν
(
tr(QK+1W

(i)
c,K+1)− tr(QK+1Wc,K+1)

+
1

γ
(i)
p

)
QK+1. (60)

According to (54), the complementary conditions are

tr(ΦkWc,k) = tr(ΦcŴr) = tr
(
ΦpZ(Rs)

)
= 0. (61)

We can further obtain that rank(Φk) ≤ Mt − 1 since Φk and
Wc,k are semidefinite matrices. Besides, we have

rank(Wc,k) ≤ dim(N (Φk))) = Mt − rank(Φk). (62)

The rank-one property of the obtained or further con-
structed optimal solution for the case when ν = 0 has been
demonstrated in [32]. In the scenario where ν > 0, we
divide it into various cases and further analyze the structure
of the obtained solution. We first split the communication
users into two subsets, and then discuss different cases.
Denote K1 ≜ {k|ηk > 0,∀k ≤ K} = {1, . . . ,M}, and
K2 ≜ {k|ηk = 0,∀k ≤ K} = {M + 1, . . . ,K}. Let
Ĥ = [h1, . . . ,hM ]H .

1) Case 1: K1 = ∅. In that case, ηk = 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ K. We
have

F′
k = F− νQK+1, (63)

F′
K+1 = F+CK+1. (64)

Due to the property of positive semidefinite matrix, it is ob-
served that F′

k only have one maximum eigenvalue, and F′
K+1

may have two maximum eigenvalues if tr(QK+1W
(i)
c,K+1)−

tr(QK+1Wc,K+1) + 1/γ
(i)
p ≥ 0. Hence,

rank(Wc,k) = 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K (65)
Mt − 2 ≤ rank(ΦK+1) ≤ Mt − 1. (66)

Besides, we have

µ = λmax(F
′
k) = λmax(F

′
K+1). (67)

The equation holds only if hH
K+1fmax = 0, where fmax is the

eigenvector of F corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λ1.
Thus, we obtain that

Wc,k = akfmaxf
H
max, (68)

Wc,K+1 = aK+1fmaxf
H
max + bK+1hK+1h

H
K+1. (69)

We can further construct the rank-one solution as

W′
c,1 = (a1 + aK+1)fmaxf

H
max, (70)

W′
c,K+1 = bK+1hK+1h

H
K+1, (71)

for the original problem. It can be readily verified that the
constructed solutions are optimal for the original problem and
have rank-one property.

2) Case 2: |K1| = 1. In that case,

F′
1 = F+ η1Q1 − νQK+1, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, (72)

F′
k = F− η1γ1Q1 − νQK+1, ∀2 ≤ k ≤ K, (73)

FK+1 = F− η1γ1Q1 +CK+1. (74)

From the equations, we have

rank(Wc,k) = 1, 2 ≤ k ≤ K, (75)
Mt − 2 ≤ rank(Φ1), rank(ΦK+1) ≤ Mt − 1. (76)

Combining (73) and (74), it follows that

hH
K+1emax(F− η1γ1Q1) = 0, (77)

where emax(·) denotes the corresponding eigenvector of the
maximum eigenvalue.

Combining (72) and (73), we can obtain that if γ1 >
1/η1 + 1, F′

1 only have one maximum eigenvalue, and hence
rank(Wc,1) = 1. For the case that rank(ΦK+1) = Mt − 2,
we can express the transmit beamformers as

Wc,1 = a1fmaxf
H
max + b1h1h

H
1 , (78)

Wc,k = akfmaxf
H
max, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, (79)

Wc,K+1 = aK+1fmaxf
H
max + bK+1hK+1h

H
K+1. (80)

Similar to case 1, we can construct the optimal solution as

W′
c,1 = (a1 + aK+1)fmaxf

H
max, (81)

W′
c,K+1 = bK+1hK+1h

H
K+1, (82)

for the original problem with a rank-one structure and satisfy
all the constraints. It can be readily verified that the constructed
solutions are optimal for the original problem and have rank-
one property.

3) Case 3: |K1| ≥ 2. In that case

ΦK+1 = µI− (F−
K∑

k=1

ηkΓkQk − νQK+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F′

−CK+1 (83)

Φk = µI− (F−
K∑
i=1

ηiΓiQi − νQK+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F′

−ηk(1 + Γk)Qk

= µI− (F′ + ηk(1 + Γk)Qk). (84)

Note that µI − F′ ≻ 0 if D is of full column rank
[32]. However, Φk = µI − F′ ≻ 0,∀k ∈ K2, hence
Wc,k = 0, which is infeasible. Therefore, we have |K1| = K.
As a consequence, Φk is shown as a full-rank positive-
definite matrix subtracts a rank-one semidefinite matrix, hence,
rank(Φk) = Mt − 1, rank(Wc,k) = 1,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K.

Given the above discussions on all three cases, it is observed
that the optimal solution Wc,k,∀1 ≤ k ≤ K + 1 always
satisfies rank(Wc,k) = 1 if HÂ is of full column rank, where
H = [h1, . . . ,hK ,hK+1]

H ∈ CK+1×Mt , Â = [a, ȧ]. This
completes the proof.
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